Abstract. In this study, we focused on fragment of wrong lyrics that are heard or remembered wrongly and entered as query for lyric search. Concretely, we aimed to improve search accuracy by query conversion considering noise of word. We also tried to calculate word intimacy degree that indicates how much the word is in common use so that we can replace the wrong lyric word in the query into the correct lyric word.
Introduction
Recently, there are music retrieval systems based on various data such as names of singers, composers or lyric writers, song titles, lyrics, singing voices, audio fingerprinting, etc. Among them, names of singers or composers, song titles and lyrics are the most popular queries. Such queries do not include much amount of information, therefore they tend not to include errors. For example, Denmoku is a digital index book that is often used in karaoke shops. This system primarily uses artist name, composer name or song title as query for song search.
On the other hand, in song retrieval from the content of the lyric, there tends to be more errors in the queries that are caused by mishearing or wrong memorization. As a result, the search accuracy would be decreased. Listening to the music, the listeners tend fail catching some sentences or some phrases where there is stretch of voice or change of musical pitch. Therefore, the false recognition of lyric such as mishearing or wrong memorization is caused. In this paper, we proposed the word conversion method by considering mishearing and wrong memorization.
Related Works
In previous works, Xu et al. [1] proposed a method to calculate acoustic distance for the purpose of quantifying the degree of misrecognition between syllables from the error of voice recognition. This method obtained the positive result that could retrieve the lyric more accurately than the method for usual document retrieval. However, because the lyrics were split by syllable unit, there must be lack of semantic information of each word. This causes a problem that the amount of information in a query decreases.
Sasayama et al. [2] investigated the error type of search query for the lyric retrieval system. They also proposed a lyric retrieval system by expanding query based on semantic information. They expanded query by using web n-gram corpus. Matsumoto et al. [3] proposed a lyric retrieval system that used the characteristic expressions in lyric as important phrase. Their system re-ranked the retrieval results by weighting the singer's document frequency value.
Definition of Lyric Noise
In this paper, the target lyrics are automatically collected from web. We defined the character string in the search query that is not included in search target as noise. This noise is inserted in the search query from various reasons. This section explains noise type. 
Wrong notation
This noise occurs with higher possibility when the lyric is not confirmed with lyric card.
Wrong word
If the word is unknown word for the listener or misheard, this noise occurs. On the other hand, the problem of melody or acoustic quality might cause this noise.
Deletion or Addition
This often occurs from mishearing by the listener. Although this is a rare case, the artist occasionally does not sing a song with accurate lyric.
Permutation
This often occurs from mishearing or input error by the listener.
Among these noises, we focused on 1, 2 and 4 because we considered that the correct word could be estimated from the noise words. We also thought that these noise data would be easily obtained. By focusing on these noises, we would be able to limit the experimental condition.
Proposed Method
The flow of the proposed method is shown in Fig.1 . The intimacy degree of the noise word in the input query is analyzed by referring to word intimacy degree database [4] .
Then, if the system can find the synonym word whose intimacy degree is higher than that of the noise word, the noise word will be converted into that word. When the system find the synonym word, Japanese WordNet [5] synonym database is referred to. 
Questionnaire
The questionnaire was conducted for acquiring noise examples. We used 68 phrases of the lyrics that included various noises. Four test subjects answered the questionnaire. A part of the questionnaire are shown in Table 1 . The blank space surrounded by bracket '()' indicates the answer section. The options were indicated to the subjects. The underlined words are wrong answers chosen by the subjects. The words indicated in boldface are correct words. Detect noise word (unimplemented) based on co-occurrence frequency
• passion : 6.521 Ai, B) . Hyojo, C). Love, D). Aichaku
Experiment and Discussions
In this section, we conduct the evaluation experiment to confirm the effectiveness of our method. As the baseline method, we used the retrieval system based on the suffix array algorithm. Some suffixes were extracted from the inputted lyric fragment. The test data included wrong queries that were obtained from the questionnaire. We evaluated the result of the proposed method by recall, precision and F-measure. The calculation formulas are shown in Eq. 1, 2, 3. S indicates the total number of phrases. C indicates the number of phrases that were outputted correctly. N indicates the total number of the outputted lyrics. The target lyric database included approximately 100,000 lyrics (Japanese pop music songs). We evaluated the top 20 lyrics which outputted by the lyric retrieval system. (i.e. the output was counted as correct answer if top 20 lyrics included the target lyric.)
The result of the experiment is shown in Table. 2. From this result, we found that the proposed method could retrieve correct lyric by converting word based on word's intimacy degree. However, 16 queries were converted into wrong words. Because the word intimacy degree was not for specific person, our proposed method sometimes failed to judge the standard of conversion correctly. Then, table 2 shows an example of retrieval result. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method to convert the noise word into the correct word based on the word intimacy degree. As the experimental result, our method could obtained higher precision than the baseline method. In future, we would like to propose a method to detect noise in query by using co-occurrence frequency of the words. We also would like to conduct the evaluation experiment by using larger test data.
[5] Japanese WordNet: http://nlpwww.nict.go.jp/wn-ja/. 
